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About

SACAP
The South African Council for the Architectural
Profession (SACAP) is legally charged to
regulate the architectural profession in
South Africa in terms of the Architectural
Profession Act No. 44 of 2000 (the Act). The
architectural profession includes professional
architects, senior architectural technologists,
architectural technologists, architectural
draughtspersons and candidates in each of
the categories of registration, all of whom are
required to be registered with SACAP before
they can practice architecture.
SACAP regulates the architectural profession
by setting up standards for registration,
education and training, professional skills,
conduct, performance and ethics. SACAP
also keeps a register of candidates and
professionals who meet the standards;
approve programmes at higher institutions
of learning which persons must complete to
register; and take action when professionals
on our register do not meet the standards.
More information about SACAP is available on
www.sacapsa.com or call 011 479 5000.
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Disclaimer

Although every effort is made to ensure that the contents of this publication
are accurate and legitimate no guarantee is given. Views and opinion
expressed, made or implied are those of the authors unless clearly stated
as being the publisher’s. The responsibility lies with the readers to verify any
representations, claims and offers made by advertisers in advertisements
that appear in this publication. Any objections or claims should be referred
to the advertiser concerned. The SACAP will not be liable in any way for
claims arising from its contents.

Editor’s Note
I am delighted to bring you this quarter’s
newsletter. We ar really encouraged by the
feedback received from stakeholders on our
previous newsletters. As this is our last issue
for our very successful year in engaging our
stakeholders through various platforms including
our flagship Soaring21 Stakeholder Convention.
The Newsletter is evolving, with the new look
and feel and different approach to contact. This
is designed to inspire all stakeholder within
the architectural profession interested in issues surrounding the built
environment and architecture.
– Ntokozo Masango: Stakeholder Relations manager

“We are considerate and relevant to our stakeholders”

Feedback

To all readers – we want to hear from you!
If you have feedback, articles you are interested in submitting, or
suggestion regarding the content, let us know by sending to SACAP
Stakeholder Relations Manager, Ntokozo Masango at
Ntokozo.Masango@sacapsa.com.

“We are a regulator that is inclusive and transparent”

HAPPY Reading!
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T

his marks the end of the 2021/22 financial year.
Since the 5th term Council was appointed by the
Minister of Public Works & Infrastructure, SACAP was
stabilised following poor governance and maladministration
challenges. Since then, SACAP has successfully achieved all
core statutory mandates.
The past two years have tested many organisations due to
Covid 19 challenges. Many organisations had to adapt to new
ways of operating and continue to deliver on their mandates.
I am glad that SACAP adapted well and continues to regulate
the profession in line with the Architectural Profession Act.
Furthermore, this past financial year, SACAP has done a lot in
engaging with stakeholders to build strategic partnerships. Our
first stakeholder convention was a huge success and it brought
together key stakeholders in the built environment with a view
to seek solutions and advance the architectural profession.

Charles Ntsindiso Nduku

PRESIDENT’S
WELCOME NOTE:
COLLABORATING
TO SUSTAIN THE
PROFESSION

The 5th term Council wants to change the trajectory of the
unsustainability which is eroding architectural profession,
and it needs the support of each and every registered person
in order to achieve this. As the architectural profession,
we need to participate and take the lead on all aspects of
infrastructure development projects in South Africa. This calls
for collaborations with all built environment professionals to
participate in these aggressive infrastructure programmes.
We believe that the Council for the Built Environment (CBE)
is well placed to facilitate the inclusion and participation
of the built environment professionals in the integrated
development projects in the context of national goals as
prescribed by section 3 (d) of the CBE Act. We wish to see
more built environment professionals who are registered and
in good standing with their respective Councils taking part
on these aggressive infrastructure projects. The CBE has a
lawful authority to ensure that this happens.
At the joint sitting of the Parliament on South Africa’s
Economic reconstruction and recovery Plan, President Cyril
Ramaphosa said “ the plan through which all of us as South
Africans should work together to build a new economy is
to create jobs, primarily through aggressive infrastructure
investment and mass employment programmes.”
We are calling for the inclusion and equal participation of
all built environment professionals on these aggressive
infrastructure projects.
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FROM THE REGISTRAR’S DESK
SACAP intend to even do better in the
upcoming financial year to improve the standard
of services offered to stakeholders. If there are
areas that requires improvement, registered
persons should not hesitate to contact us.
Advocate (Adv) Toto Fiduli

1. Service Charter

Building Design (SAIBD) and Freedom Architectural Consulting
Empowerment (FACE). The engagement focused on the
complaints that the IDoW is exclusionary and that it will affect
registered professionals livelihoods.

Few years ago, we introduced a Service Charter to improve
turnaround times on emails and telephone queries and improve the
standards of services rendered to registered persons and the public.
This intervention significantly improved the standard of services to
primary stakeholders particularly registered persons.

SACAP will continue to engage registered persons about the
challenges they may have with the IDoW. The IDoW regulation is not
intended to be prohibitive or exclusionary but it must seen as a tool
to regulate the profession and protect the public.

SACAP has recently undertook a survey to assess the level
satisfaction of registered persons with the services of SACAP.
An overwhelming majority of registered persons expressed
a significant improvement. SACAP intend to even do better
in the upcoming financial year to improve the standard of
services offered to stakeholders. If there are areas that
requires improvement, registered persons should not hesitate to
contact us.

3. Local Authority challenges
We have received many complaints about lack of communication
and delay in approval by local authorities countrywide. We
have had countless engagement with many local authorities
about these challenges. The City of Johannesburg, eThekwini,
Ekurhuleni, City of Tshwane to name a few have all been flagged
by registered persons. The delay in approval negatively affects
many practices.

SACAP have recently introduced a call rating service as a
mechanism to assess the quality of services to registered
persons and the public. The call rating services We encourage all
members of recognised Voluntary Associations and all registered
person to please rate the service of a SACAP employee before
hanging the call. We will evaluate all reports and put measures
in place to improve the quality of service and the experience
with SACAP.

SACAP continues to engage these local authorities to improve
service delivery. We request any member of a recognised Voluntary
Association who has challenges with any local authority to raise the
issue with SACAP so that we can escalate.
SACAP has linked its register with the City of Johannesburg
online submission system to ensure that persons who are not
registered do not submit applications. We are currently engaging
with Ekurhuleni, City of Tshwane, eThekwini and Mangaung who
currently considering online systems. We intend to link the SACAP
register with their online submission systems. We believe that this
would improve compliance.

2. Identification of Work (IDoW)
Since the ratification of the IDoW by the Council for the
Built Environment and Competition Commission, SACAP
has engaged extensively with the South African Institute Of
Architectural Technologists (SAIAT), South African Institution of
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SACAP IS TAKING
STRIDES TO IMPROVE
SERVICE DELIVERY TO
STAKEHOLDERS
4. Heritage Architects

SACAP will continue to push the South African Police Services to
investigate and prosecute unregistered persons.

The issue of AMAFA and the creation of Heritage Architects category
has been raised with SACAP. A registration requirement with AMAFA
for architectural professionals to be eligible to undertake heritage
work has been raised as a concern.

6. Mentorship and apprenticeship programs
SACAP continues to receive plethora of emails from persons
who cannot find mentors. This is a serious concerns as it has
repercussions on skills development. We have recently requested
registered professionals who are in interested to be mentors to
submit their names to SACAP. We have requested funding from CETA
to fund the mentorship program. CETA has been non responsive, but
we continue to engage them.

SACAP strongly believes that the collation and grading of
architectural professionals as heritage architects is unlawful and
may serve as a tool to exclude other architectural professionals who
maybe competent to perform heritage work. In addition, AMAFA has
no statutory authority to create such category and register heritage
architects. This practice must be stopped.

We have also introduced an apprenticeship program. This is on the
strength of section 19 (2) (b) (iii) which mandates SACAP to register
persons presenting evidence of prior learning in architecture. A
structured training or transfer of skills program is being developed
in this regard. This will assist many unregistered persons who are
currently working in many architectural practices to be trained and
developed in a structured manner.

We have written to both South African Heritage Resource Authority
and AMAFA concerning this practice. SAHRA replied positively,
however, we have been struggling to get audience with AMAFA.

5. Unregistered persons
The issue of unregistered person passing themselves as registered
persons and fraudulent use of other registered persons registration
numbers remains a big concern in the architectural profession.

7. Compliance with the IDoW by
gated communities
The IDoW was published in the gazette on 30 April 2022 in line with
section 26 of the Architectural Profession Act read with section 20
of the Council for the Built Environment.

With the ratification and gazetting of the Identification of Work (IDoW).
Section 26 (3) of the Act prohibits a person who is not registered
from performing the any kind of work identified for any category
of registered persons. The implementation of the IDoW prohibit
persons who are not registered to perform the identified work.

SACAP has noted with concern that many gated communities around
major Cities in South Africa have created rules that deliberately
contravene the IDoW. The conduct of these gated communities
undermines the authority of the Council and its ability to effectively
regulate the profession. SACAP is considering legal action.

We encourage all registered professionals to use privy seal as a real
time verification mechanism to submit applications. This will reduce
fraud of registration numbers to submit applications.
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SACAP CONTINUES TO ENGAGE AND ENHANCE
THE COLLABORATIVE RELATIONSHIP WITH ITS
VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS (VAS)
The South African Council for the Architectural Profession (SACAP), hosted a
virtual Voluntary Association Forum on Friday, 25 March 2022. This engagement
was attended by VA representatives and the Committees Chairpersons of the 5th
Term Council. The President of SACAP, Mr Charles Nduku welcomed the Voluntary
Association representatives and further acknowledged all the VA Presidents.

“W

as Risk and Audit Committee and Social and Ethics Committee to
ensure that SACAP is managed, controlled and monitored on regular
basis” SACAP president said.

e pay tribute to all the new VA presidents who have
been coming through and SACAP is looking forward to a
fruitful relationship. Accordingly, we wish you prosperity
in your respective constituents and as SACAP we are confident that
you will contribute positively to the regulation of the architectural
profession“ the Vice President of SACAP’’, Ms Shongwe said.

The Chairpersons of the SACAP committees further presented on their
portfolios and achievements within the financial year. The VAs were
further given an opportunity to report on compliance with board notice
129 of 2021. Ms Shongwe, further acknowledged the South African
Institute of Architects Mpumalanga Region as a new recognised VA.

The purpose of this engagement was for the chairpersons of the
committees of the Council to give feedback on their portfolios and
achievements within the financial year and for VA representatives to
report on compliance with board notice 129 of 2021. Mr Charles
Nduku, provided a high level update on achievements/ milestones
of SACAP core mandate, by covering the following core mandates:
Guideline Professional Fees; Identification of Work (IDoW); Code
of Conduct; Accreditation; Continuing Professional Development
(CPD), governance; and registration.

‘’In an effort to improve our service delivery and in the spirit of
collaboration with the VAs, SACAP has introduced a service charter
on turnaround time of emails and has undergone a process of
streamlining some of its telephonic functions for the benefit of
its registered persons. Henceforth, SACAP has implemented a
customer service rating which measures on average how satisfied
or unsatisfied our stakeholders are with our service. We further wish
to be assessed by independent parties, Registered Persons and the
public at large on the level of service we offer as SACAP. We call on
all VAs to encourage their members to make use of SACAP service
telephone rating, this will assist us in measuring our level of service,
SACAP Registrar, Advocate Fiduli said.

“We are proud to announce that SACAP has fulfilled several notable
mandates, following extensive consultation with Registered Persons,
Voluntary Associations, Council for the Built Environment (CBE)
and the Competition Commission, the IDoW was published in a
Government gazette on 30 April 2021. We have further received
applications on Limited Dispensation for purposes of correcting
practices from doing work outside their scope” SACAP president said.

He further alluded that in terms of the consultative engagement,
mainly around IDoW and the concerns that were raised by many
professionals across South Africa being from the members of the
South African Institute of Architectural Technologists (SAIAT), South
African Institute of Building Design (SAIBD), and the Freedom
Architecture Consulting Empowerment (FACE) that the IDoW was
going to be exclusionary and will have an impact on their livelihood.

Notwithstanding the above, Mr Nduku further alluded that the
Guideline Professional Fees were published in November 2021. He
further highlighted that in terms of 2022 Guideline professional fees,
the VAs will be receiving a survey on benchmarking and the Council is
anticipating to publish the fees in 2022, as the Architectural Professional
Act requires that the Guideline professional fees are published annually.
He further reported that the Code of Conduct was published.

Furthermore, SACAP Registrar assured the profession that the IDoW
was not meant to exclude anyone and it was mainly a regulatory tool
to regulate the profession. He further highlighted that all members of
the VAs who have experience and have performed any kind of work will

‘In an effort to ensure Compliance in accordance with governance
principles, SACAP has appointed an independent Committees such
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VAs and professionals were up and arms with regards to the IDoW.

not be stopped from continuing with their work. He further highlighted
that due to professionals experiencing financial challenges, Council
has taken a resolution to waive the LSD application fee and this was
welcomed by the members of the VAs and Registered Persons.

FACE members have been sending emails and communicating
telephonically to the Registrar and I must say as FACE we have
received positive feedback in that the Registrar has been very
accommodating in responding to their queries promptly and even
calling them back by way of explaining to the professionals that they
should not panic. I must add and say yes in terms of the service
charter the Registrar has indeed taken the profession to the highest
level” FACE representative, Mr Ramlall said

He further highlighted the challenges faced by most professionals
pertaining to local authorities in terms of delaying approval for plan
applications and lack of communication. He indicated that these
challenges affect their livelihood as they have an impact on their
practices. Accordingly, he alluded that the Council has been engaging
with the respective local authorities and some of the municipalities
have introduced electronic systems to try and combat these challenges.

The President of SAIBD, Mr Luvuko Mqaqa made a request to SACAP
that at the last Forum they did give an indication to SACAP that they
should look at providing an additional format for the VA Forum,
because the one that is in place is basically a reporting session and
not an engagement. He further suggested that SACAP should create
a platform were they meet with VAs to discuss and engage on matters
that affect the profession. Additionally, he alluded that SACAP should

‘’We as SACAP we will continue to engage with the local municipalities,
however, if there is no improvement, the next option for me is to
make sure that we approach the court to seek an interdict to force
the municipalities to comply with the National Building Regulations
(NBR)’’SACAP Registrar said.

also look at inviting VAs to a physical Forum where the Presidents
and the Vice Presidents of the VAs can meet and network.

Notwithstanding the above, advocate Fiduli reported that it has come
to the Council’s attention that under AMAFA there was a category of
registration which was called Heritage architects and this happens
by way of collation and grading of architectural professionals as
heritage architect which is unlawful and the Council is concerned
that this practise may serve as a tool to exclude other architectural
professionals who maybe competent to perform heritage work. In
addition, he alluded that AMAFA has no statutory authority to create
such category and register heritage architects.

In closing, we wish to thank all the VAs who answered our call by
attending this Forum despite their hectic schedule, I must agree that
we in future need to organise a physical engagement. We further
wish to thank you for your support in advancing the architectural
professions despite the difference that we might have. Furthermore,
it should be noted that when we report quarterly to the Minister of
Department Public Works and Infrastructure (DPWI) we are the only
Council that has ticked the box achieving some of the mandates,
and this is due to your support, SACAP President said.

“In terms of the service charter as presented by the Registrar, I must
say advocate Fiduli has indeed made strides, especially when different
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HOW HAS, AND WILL, DESIGN
OF INFRASTRUCTURE BE
IMPACTED BY THE PANDEMIC
Preven Naicker (AAArb-2283)
SACAP – Pr S Arch Tech; KZNIA | SACPCMP – Pr CPM; MACPM| Director – VNA Consulting

Introduction

architectural professionals we need to advise clients on mechanisms

The design of buildings and related infrastructure is all dependant

in terms of the utilisation of the buildings and infrastructure that

on a fit for purpose approach. We design buildings keeping in

will be designed. Other public spaces such as bus stops and train

mind how they will be used and maintained, ensuring in many

stations, need to be well thought out in terms of separation of people

instances a minimalistic approach. Infrastructure is the life blood

entering and exiting, so that the flow of people is never head-on, but

of almost anything we do, we need buildings, roads, and associated

rather one directional i.e., enter on one side of a public transport

infrastructure to go about our daily lives.

vehicle and exit on the opposite side. These dynamics cannot always

that are alternative in approach but will achieve the same outcome

work but need to be factored into the design considerations.
In this strange and unknown era, we find ourselves trying to adapt

The Construction and Implementation
Methodologies

what we have by manipulating current infrastructure to meet the
needs and demands of the pandemic. These needs come in various
forms inside and outside existing structures.

Traditional building methodologies is something of the past,

The Design Brief

we need to start thinking about material sources, sizes, and

Going forward clients will need to rethink the design brief. How

cement or the length of a kerb will need reconsideration. This

will we cater for the needs of the current pandemic and the future

may seem extreme, but it will not seem extreme when another

needs of buildings and related infrastructure? We cannot only think

pandemic hits the world in the future.

applications. A simple issue of the size and weight of a bag of

about standard commercial buildings in terms of shopping malls
and public spaces. We need to think about schools, bus stops, train

As a developing third world nation, we need to start implementing first

stations, office buildings, and all other types of infrastructure.

world technologies and solutions to bridge the gap, by modularising
construction elements. We need to consider more DIY applications

Public service infrastructure will be impacted directly going forward

in a kit form, as compared to made to fit. South Africans need to

in terms of its adaptability. Spaces such as Driver Licence Training

change their mindset of what we know to be conventional buildings.

Centres, Department of Home Affairs and Government Hospitals, how

The world has so much to offer in terms of alternative construction

will we need to rethink the design parameters and accommodation

materials and methodologies, which simplify simple tasks that

requirements to deal with the public influx of people by ensuring that

we still endeavour to take weeks to complete. In many countries

they get the service they require while maintaining social distancing

that have harsher climates than ours, buildings are constructed

and other mandatory protocols.

with timber and other weather resistant materials, as compared
to our conventional brick and mortar. These other countries also

Sanitising booths at entry and exit, social distancing within queuing

experience major natural disasters, which we are not prone too in

spaces as well as protection of staff within these spaces will become

general terms, yet these countries to use these alternatives, due to

the key focus of operational infrastructure design. We will need to

the speed and cost of the build.

think of innovative solutions in our design elements to meet these
Simple issues such as brick laying and plastering come to mind

requirements, without compromising on aesthetic appeal.

in terms of social distancing and or mask wearing, while working
in the blistering summers of South Africa. These protocols of the

Design will need to become inclusive but viewed from the outside. As

8
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pandemic faded very easily on a construction site. Strange as it may

We need to relook base minimum requirements in terms of hygiene

seem, but cloth masks and hand sanitising were two of the biggest

protocols for contractors and specialist contractors. We need to

challenges that faced the construction sector when the pandemic

consider what is practically implementable on a construction site

hit. The adaptability was virtually impossible. Contractors had to

versus what is required. We need to find solutions that will ensure

literally bend over backwards to accommodate these requirements

compliance in terms of mitigating the spread of a potential contact

in a sector where washing of hands was only done at lunch time.

driven virus. This we must do starting from our design perspective,
while considering the implementation methodologies.

As infrastructure designers and implementers, we can mould and

Conclusion

shape the way materials are manufactured, keeping in mind that we
conform to strict regulatory requirements in terms of building and
design codes. We can only enhance what already exists and ensure

Based on the South African response to the pandemic, from our hard

that we progress to the age-old adage of, “form follows function” as

lockdowns to the various adjusted levels of operating the economy,

stated by architect Louis H. Sullivan in 1896.

we have embraced the need for change, and we will continue to do
so for the betterment of both our country and the sector in which

Health, Safety and Environmental

we operate. As Architectural professionals and built environment
consultants we must see ourselves as influencers to the sector and

Designers must be wary of the health, safety and environmental

make and be the change that we want to achieve.

requirements when designing and implementing infrastructure. The
new regulations post pandemic require an abundance of Health,

When we design and or implement, we must keep in mind the

Safety and environmental considerations as related to the needs

bricklayer, the plasterer, the scaffolding erector, and the general

of the pandemic. We need to think into the future and treat the

worker, as these are the people on the ground that need our

pandemic as though it is here to stay, so that any future occurrences

influence the most. These are the people that carry out the tasks in

of this nature will then be catered for by default, based on what we

a profession that is beyond their control. We need to be their change,

do going forward.

let us make the difference by influencing the infrastructure sector.
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TRADE AGREEMENTS
WITH AFRICAN
COUNTRIES WILL
ALLOW SEAMLESS
MOVEMENT OF TRADE
AND SKILLS TRANSFER

A

week ago, the biannual Continuous Professional
Development (CPD) seminar took place in Nairobi Kenya.
The event organised by the Board of registration of
Architects and Quantity surveyors (BORAQS) attracted attendees
from Kenya and the rest of Africa.
Amongst other countries which BORAQS invited, includes
South Africa represented by the South African Council for the
architectural profession (SACAP), Rwanda, Nigeria, and Uganda.
The BORAQS two days seminar under the theme “Professional
Practice of the future strategic planning for resilience”, covered areas
such as trends shaping the professional practice of architecture in
Africa, threats and challenges facing current methods of practice,
and transformative leadership. SACAP Keynote speaker at Board of
Registration of Architects and Quantity Surveyors (BORAQS) Kenya
Seminar Dr Sitsabo Dlamini, on Consultancy of the future topic.
The African regulatory bodies do see a need for trade agreements
with African countries to allow seamless movement of trade and
skills transfer. One of the objectives of the seminar to share
sharing strategic planning for resilience, experiences, and best
practices of the Future Professional Practice.
SACAP is committed to Facilitating mutual recognition agreements
with other African countries with the intention of aligning
standards to allow the international movement of services.
Coverage of Dr Dlamini media interview by Daily Nation Kenya.
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GIFA CALLS
SACAP FOR
COLLABORATION

O

n Wednesday, 16 February 2022, the President of the
Gauteng Institute for Architecture (GIfA), a Professional
Architect, Mr Olivier Galenge met with the South African
Council for the Architectural Profession (SACAP) President, Mr
Charles Nduku and the Registrar, advocate Toto Fiduli to discuss
areas of collaboration.
Mr Olivier Galenge indicated that members should see the benefits of
belonging to GIFA. “As GIfA, we are looking forward to working together
with SACAP to protect the architectural profession” GIfA president said.
The President of SACAP, Mr Charles Nduku highlighted that SACAP will
continue to support and work together with all the Voluntary Associations
(VAs) to transform and advance the architectural profession. “Our
standpoint is to work positively with VAs and continue to focus on our
mission of transforming the Profession” SACAP president said. He
further requested GIfA to compile all the concerns from its members
so that Council can address those concerns diligently.
Mr Olivier Galenge indicated that members of GiFA were experiencing
challenges with the City of Johannesburg online submission system
and he also proposed reform of the CPD regime to make it compulsory
for registered persons to claim CPD points for belonging to a VA.
The Registrar of SACAP, Adv. Toto Fiduli indicated that SACAP has
entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with the City
of Johannesburg and GIfA will be invited to quarterly meetings to
raise concerns received from their members.
GIfA proposed the signing of the MOU with SACAP to forge strategic
and sustainable partnership for the implementation of initiatives
that will benefit the profession. “The proposed collaboration
between GIfA and SACAP will lead to immediate actions followed by
the signing of the MOU’’ SACAP President said.
“SACAP welcomes this collaboration and we look forward in working
together with GIFA and we commend Mr Galange for the proposed
initiatives that will assist not only in transforming the profession but
also taking the architectural profession to greater heights” SACAP
President said.
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COMPETITION COMMISSION’S
RESIDENTIAL ESTATES WORKSHOP

T

he Competition Commission hosted a public workshop on promoting Pro-Competitive Rules and Regulations in Residential Estate on
Wednesday, 23 March 2022. This workshop emanated from commission receiving numerous complaints from residents living in residential
estates and service providers regarding the rules and regulations which restrict competition and exclude other categories of registration
from the architectural profession, small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) and firms owned by historically disadvantaged individuals (HDIs).

Ms Betty Mkhatswa

12
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The objective of this workshop was to educate and raise awareness about the importance of pro-competitive rules and regulations in
residential estates.

Mr Derrick Moore (ARC)

The workshop was facilitated through panel discussion on the role that different stakeholders can play to ensure that the rules and regulations
of Home Owners Association (HOA) and body corporates pertaining to the appointment of architectural professionals, service providers and
suppliers in the residential arears are not exclusionary of other registration categories.

Ms Bessie Hlophe (SACAP)

Please click on the below link to access the video of the workshop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNfTuiZ3nfg
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PROVIDING
INFORMATION
AT AN INCIDENT
INVESTIGATION

D

uring an incident investigation an Inspector from the
Department of Employment and Labour may subpoena any
person to provide any information related to the incident.
Part of the incident investigation process is to determine the root
cause of the incident and for a typical construction related incident
the plans, drawings, calculations and proof of competency are
usually the documentation required during the investigation.
Depending on the nature of the incident the Inspector may further
request for the responsible person linked to the plans, drawings
and calculations, to appear before him or her on a specified date
and place to give evidence or any information that as bearing on
the subject of the inquiry as legislated under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act Section 32 (1) and (2) which reads:
1) The chief inspector may, and he shall when so requested by a
person producing prima facie evidence of an offence, direct an
inspector to conduct a formal inquiry into any incident which
has occurred at or originated from a workplace or in connection
with the use of plant or machinery which has resulted, or in the
opinion of the chief inspector could have resulted, in the injury,
illness or death of any person.
2) For the purpose of an inquiry referred to in sub-section (1) an
inspector may subpoena any person to appear before him on
a day and at a place specified in the subpoena and to give
evidence or to produce any book, document or thing which in
the opinion of the inspector has a bearing on the subject of
the inquiry.
The subpoena is a prescribed document reference as Annexure 2
under the General Administration Regulations. It is interesting to
note that an incident investigation can also be conducted where
an incident occurred and no person(s) were injured but could
have resulted in the injury, illness or death of any person which is
usually terms as a ‘near miss’.
Therefore, when a document, plan, drawing or calculation is
drafted and used on a project the person(s) responsible may be
requested to provide information on such documentation if it is
related to an incident investigation.
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CIRCULAR ON THE ANTI-COMPETITIVE EFFECTS OF THE
RULES AND REGULATIONS BY HOMEOWNER ASSOCIATIONS
AND/OR BODY CORPORATES ON ARCHITECTURAL
SERVICES RENDERED IN RESIDENTIAL ESTATES
1. Introduction

These rules and regulations by Homeowner Associations and/or
Body Corporates are not only exclusionary, but they also have the
effect of substantially preventing and lessening competition in the
market in possible contravention of sections 8(c) and 5(1) of the
Competition Act (No. 89 of 1998). This can also amount to market
allocation in contravention of section 4 of the Competition Act in
cases where the Homeowner Associations and/or Body Corporates
are found to have utilised the services of PrArchs to draft these rules
and regulations. Anyone who will be found guilty of contravening any
of the aforesaid provisions of the Competition Act will be subject to
prosecution at the Competition Tribunal of having engaged in anticompetitive conduct.

Competition in the market is good for consumers in that it enables
them to choose from various alternative suppliers of goods and
services. Competition also allows new businesses to enter the
market. This encourages businesses to offer lower prices and better
quality of goods and services to the benefit of consumers.
The Competition Commission (“Commission”) and South African
Council for the Architectural Profession (“SACAP”) have been receiving
numerous complaints from residents and registered professionals
in the architectural profession (i.e., Professional Architectural
Draughtspersons (“PAD”), Professional Architectural Technologists
(“PAT”) and Professional Senior Architectural Technologists (“PSAT”))
against various residential estates countrywide. The complaints
received by the Commission and SACAP assert that Homeowner
Associations and/or Body Corporates are setting rules and regulations
that prohibits PADs, PATs and PSATs from designing plans for residents
in those estates. It appears that the rules and regulations of certain
estates only allow Professional Architects (“PrArch”) to design plans
for residents thereby preventing all other categories of registration
from providing architectural services in those estates.

3. The Purpose of the Circular
The purpose of this circular is to:
• Advise the Homeowner Associations and/or Body Corporates to
comply with the provisions of the Competition Act and to refrain
from engaging in conduct that has the effect to significantly
preventing or lessening competition in the market.
• Advise Homeowner Associations and/or Body Corporates to ensure
that their rules and regulations comply with the provisions of the
Competition Act and encourage equitable and fair competition.
• Advise the Homeowner Associations and/or Body Corporates to
apply the SACAP’s IDoW policy as is prescribed.
• Advise Homeowner Associations and/or Body Corporates to ensure
that they follow a competitive process if they wish to select a pool
of Architectural Professionals to provide architectural services in the
residential estates. The process should be inclusive to enable service
providers across the various categories of registration to submit
their proposals and compete fairly against each other in the market.
Homeowner Associations and/or Body Corporates should also ensure
that the pool of Architectural Professionals is large and diverse enough
to encourage healthy competition to the benefit of consumers.
• Advise Homeowners Associations and/or Body Corporates to
limit the duration of the contractual period of Architectural
Professionals to a period between 1 and 2 years, and to resume
new competitive process at the end of each contractual period.

The rules and regulations disregard the fact that persons registered
as PADs, PATs and PSATs with SACAP are qualified and competent to
undertake designs and prepare plans in terms of the Architectural
Profession Act (No. 44 of 2000) and as prescribed by the Identification
of Work policy (“IDoW”). The Commission found that the rules and
regulations restrict competition in two ways, 1) they prevent other
categories of registration from entering the market and consequently,
limit competition between the Architectural Professionals and 2) they
limit consumer choice as residents are required to use the services
of PrArchs that have been approved by these residential estates.

2. The Effects of the Conduct on Competition
and the Relevant Provisions of the
Competition Act
The conduct is harmful to both residents and the Architectural
Professionals who are being excluded from rendering their services
within these residential estates. Residents are not able to select
service providers of their choices and are being forced to make
use of only PrArchs who have been selected and allowed to operate
within the estates by the Homeowner Associations and/or Body
Corporates. Such conduct inhibits residents from negotiating the
price that PrArchs charge for their architectural services. Residents
are therefore required to accept whatever price that PrArchs charge
for rendering their services within the residential estates, which
prices are likely to be higher given that the PrArchs face little or
no competition at all. The conduct is also harmful to PADs, PATs
and PSATs who are being prevented from offering their services to
customers residing in those residential estates.
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4. Scope and Application
This circular applies to Homeowner Associations and/or Body
Corporates of all residential estates within the Republic of South Africa.

5. Conclusion
The Commission will not hesitate to prosecute those that engage
in practices that contravene the Competition Act. Homeowner
Associations and Body Corporates are therefore required to ensure
compliance with this circular and that their rules and regulations do
not infringe any of the provisions of the Competition Act
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CANBERRA ACCORD ON
ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION

T

he Canberra Accord is a multilateral agreement between organizations with established systems for the accreditation of architectural
education programs that have been agreed to be substantially equivalent. The intention is to facilitate the international mobility of
graduates in architecture and the portability of educational credentials between signatory domains, and contribute to improving
architectural education through benchmarking. It was signed in April 2008 and has been operational since January 2010.
In addition to contributing to the quality of architectural education through benchmarking, the core aim of the Accord is to recognise the increasingly
international context within which architects now work and to facilitate the portability of education credentials between signatory domains, and
in so doing, to aid professional mobility. Generally speaking, accreditation is a voluntary quality assurance process under which services and
operations are evaluated by a third party against a set of standards set by the third party with input and collaboration from peers within the field.
From 2010 when the Canberra Accord went operational to 2021, the secretariat was hosted by the National Architectural Accreditation Board
NAAB. With a unanimous vote at the 2021 interim meeting, SACAP was elected to host the secretariat for the next four-year renewable. The
Accord currently has 10 signatory members.

List of signatory members as at 2022
System

Organisation

Web page

Number of Programs
Accredited as of 12/31/2020
110

Mexico

Acreditadora Nacional de Programas de
Arquitectura y Disciplinas del Espacio Habitable
ANPADEH

http://www.anpadeh.org.mx

Commonwealth

Commonwealth Association of Architects
CAA

www.comarchitect.org

5

Canada

Canadian Architectural Certification Board
CACB

www.cacb-ccca.ca

11

Hong Kong

Hong Kong Institute of Architects
HKIA

http://www.hkia.net

4

Chinese Taipei

Institute of Engineering Education Taiwan
IEET

www.ieet.org.tw

7

Japan

Japan Accreditation Board for Engineering Education
JABEE

Korea

Korea Architectural Accrediting Board
KAAB

http://eng.kaab.or.kr

USA

National Architectural Accreditation Board
NAAB

www.naab.org

160

China

National Board of Architectural Accreditation
NBAA

http://www.chinaasc.org

69

South Africa

South African Council of Architectural Profession
SACAP

www.sacapsa.com

11
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S

ince the promulgation and publication of the Identification
of Work (IDoW) regulation in a gazette, SACAP has received a
number of concerns from members of FACE among others. The
majority of these concerns are that the IDoW is exclusionary and will
impact on the livelihood of registered professionals. Members indicated
that they will be prevented from doing the work that they have been
doing due to the limitations introduce by the IDoW.
As result of the above concerns, on 23 March 2022, the President
and the Registrar of SACAP met with the members FACE. The meeting
assured members of FACE that no registered professional with
appropriate experience and competencies will lose their livelihood. The
IDoW mechanisms have been included precisely to ensure that those
with prior learning in architecture or experience continue to perform
the work they have been performing without disruptions.

All members of FACE were encouraged to apply for IDoW mechanisms
including Limited Special Dispensation which has been simplified. Members
of FACE welcomed the SACAP visit and undertook to apply for Limited
Special Dispensation. The effective date of the IDoW has been extended to
ensure that all eligible registered professionals are able to apply.

NewZ WORTHY
Extension of the effective date of Identification of Work (IDoW)
The 5th terms Council has taken heed of many calls from registered professionals to extend the effective date of the IDoW, in particular the
Limited Special Dispensation (LSD). Accordingly, the 5th term Council has resolved to extent the effective date of the IDoW by six (6) months
period. After the expiry of the six months period on 31 October 2022, the LSD shall no longer be available.
We encourage all eligible registered professionals to apply for LSD within the prescribed time frame. Furthermore, the 5th term Council has
decided to grant registered professionals who are applying for LSD exemption from payment of application and assessment fees.
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OUR CONTACT DETAILS

CONTACT CENTRE
General enquiries - Registration, Upgrades, Professional Practice
Exams (PPE), Continuing Professional Development (CPD),
frequently asked questions (FAQ)
Email: info@sacapsa.com

Telephone: + 27 11 479 5000
Fax: + 27 11 479 5100
Office Hours: 08h00 - 16h30 (Monday - Friday)

FINANCE UNIT

PHYSICAL ADDRESS

Account - Annual Fees and other fees accounts including CPD
renewal fees, re-registration fees
Email: accounts@sacapsa.com

51 Wessel Road, Right Wing, Rivonia, Sandton, 2128
GPS co-ordinates : Latitude : 26.04567 and Longitude : 28.06055

POSTAL ADDRESS

IDOW - COMMITTEE

P O Box 1500, Rivonia, 2128

Identification of Work (IDoW) - Matrix and Exemptions
Email: idow@sacapsa.com

EMAIL COMMUNICATION

LEGAL

Please note that any enquiries relating to Professional Registration,
including Annual Fees, Registration, CPD etc may be directed to the
following email adresses:

Filing a complaint and lodging an affidavit
Email: legal@sacapsa.com

-
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THANK YOU
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